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What is the Study of Chemistry?
(And what have you learned in this class?)



Chemistry is the scientific discipline involved with compounds 
composed of atoms [...] their composition, structure, properties, 

behavior and the changes they undergo during a reaction with other 
compounds.

Wikipedia Says...



The Process of Stuff Becoming Other StuffBasically...



Chemistry:
The Process of Stuff Becoming Other Stuff

What chemical processes occur in your body?
● ???????????

Where do we see chemical processes in the natural world?
● In a forest?
● In agriculture?
● In our oceans?
● In our atmosphere?



Where do we see chemical processes in the natural 
world?

What chemical processes occur in your body?



Forests



Agriculture



Oceans



Atmosphere



So...
What in the world is Sustainability?



Avoidance of Natural Resources Depletion

The Ability to Maintain at a Certain Rate or Level

Maintaining Ecological Balance



Sustainability 
& 

Chemistry



Sustainability is the understanding that for 
every input, there is an output. 

That everything goes somewhere, or will 
become something else through the process 
of chemical transformation.

We can avoid environmental degradation by 
ensuring that we don’t upset chemical 
processes within Ecological Processes.



Unconventional Definition of Chemistry:

Stuff Becomes other Stuff



Unconventional Definition of Sustainability:

Everything Goes Somewhere



Unconventional Definition of Sustainability:

Everything Goes Somewhere

● How does petroleum become plastic, and how does it end up as a toxin in your sushi?

● How does your car’s gas get from the ground to the atmosphere?

● How did the material in your phone get from mines in Central Africa, to your hand?

● Come up with your own question!



Think:
Input = outputting …..

Think:
Life Cycle Analysis!





Circular Economies in the ‘Real World

Yes….Yes they definitely are!

(Are they economically sustainable?)



Thank You!
(Also you should ask us things)


